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Package name: com.nuance.swype.dtc.india Version: 3.2.4.3020400.50699 (3020400) File size: 33 MB Updated: June 29, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.4 (Kitkat, API 19) MD5: 063c4b1d68bc40b868a30861406a67b1 SHA1: e25df6c467a54a8179daa6c2db8318e29dc56505
HomeFree Android AppsSwype for HuaweiDownload Swype for Huawei Swype for Huawei APK No description availableSWYPE – YOUR KEYBOARD FOR LIFE: APK ToolsSwype for Huawei APK No description availablev.3.2.4.3020400.50699January
18,2018v.2.0.0.2000050.38944January 18,2018v.5.9.2 - build 278July 13,2015v.1.8.23.1082300.40905November 07,2017v.3.2.4.3020400.50699January 17,2018v.2.1.1.2010100.41971March 10,2016v.1.5.15.29161November 07,2017v.1.6.10.31045January
01,2018v.2.2.0.2020000.42630April 01,2016 FOLLOW US Someone was asking for stock Huawei Swype keyboard. Just removed the apk from my P9 with the root of the B182 firmware. I hope this can be useful for someone, but can't check if it updates itself into old firmware. A link
updated Jan 18, 2017 at 06:01 AM -#2 More Thanks to the very helpful ✌ June 8, 2017, 08:25 PM No #3 Junior Member More Huawei swype Thank you u. . But how to reinstall?? July 18, 2017, 08:18 #4 Junior Member Read more: Originally published as filosofo130177 Thank you u. . But
how to reinstall?? give you a phone memory. In your browser file phones, just click and install. Simple! September 6, 2017, 06:26 AM No #5 Senior member Haripur Read more quote: Originally published by ylapas Someone requested shares of Huawei Swype Keyboard. Just removed the
apk from my P9 with the root of the B182 firmware. I hope this can be useful for someone, but can't check if it updates itself into old firmware. Can you download it again? The link you provided does not contain such a file. 7 September 2017, 07:14 #6 OP Senior member Vilnius Read more
Quote: Originally published as k4fari Can you download it again? The link you provided does not contain such a file. Link updated: sent from my HUAWEI EVA-L19 via XDA Labs on September 7, 2017, 11:08 AM No #7 Senior member Haripur More I try to install it on my mate9, but geeting
this error is attached in the screenshot Attached Thumbnails September 11, 2017, 04:45 PM No #8 Junior Member More Can APK be installed on other vendor devices like Samsung? Thank you very much on November 3, 2017, 03:33 pm no #9 Junior Member More quote: Originally
published by ylapas Someone requested shares of Huawei Swype Keyboard. Just removed the apk from my P9 with the root of the B182 firmware. I hope it can be helpful for someone but can't If it updates itself into old firmware. Link updated: do you extract it from update.app? Or how?
I'm trying to do the same thing, but from ale-l21 and when I extract everything from update.app I have a lot of a lot November 3, 2017, 03:52 PM No #10 Junior Member Read more February 2, 2018, 03:29 PM (senior member #11 senior member of More Guys.How can I download the
theme for my Keyboard Huawei Swype? Page 2 Hi Friends I've been experimenting with camera flex1911 and finaly succeded to make flashable lightning camera Huawei for Treble GSI rums. The camera has only been tested on Havoc 2.9 ROM at the moment and everything is
working.WRP) Great thanks to flex1911 and Phie, without their work it would have been impossible. download: U8InwYLS!K0zpjYdNS...fAagfowo1BudgI Attached Thumbnails November 22, 2019, 07:54 PM #2 More thanks for the postal aand, since you also got P9 running chaos 2.9 gsi,
can I ask you if the bmgr backupager works for you if you can access all the apps in the playback store (such as Whatsapp) or pass security with any version of Magisk as high as 19.3? These are the rest of the issues that I use this drive, aside from the Wi-Fi hotspot and signal network
indication. I've seen this theme from @Hami_Do on the P10 Lite forums and thought maybe we can do something similar and collect fixes for hi3650 specific questions on gsi roms. What's fully working on the P9 as well as their standalone charging animation fix. And what also matters is
the Hwcomposer fix, which basically brings promotions like the smoothness and quality of the screen to the gsi, and even seems to save some battery life. I doubt their zip works on hi3650 devices, but I've collected files from the vendor and the trick works on our devices too, but it's not yet
flashable. Maybe you want to help. BlurryUi workaround in the phh triple app needs to be checked (debug.hwui.profile'true) and disable hw-overs in the developer version toogled several times to start it. Attached files hwcomposer_hi3650.zip - Click on R Code (688.9 KB, 92 views)
November 23, 2019, 09:00am no #3 quote: Originally published lo_ol Thanks for mail aand, since you also got P9 running chaos 2.9 gsi, can I ask you whether the bmgr backupmanager works for you if you can access all the apps in the playback store (like WhatsApp) or pass security with
any version of Magisk higher than 19.3? These are the rest of the issues that I use this drive, aside from the Wi-Fi hotspot and signal network indication. I've seen this theme from @Hami_Do on the P10 Lite forums and thought maybe we can do something similar and collect fixes for hi3650
specific questions on gsi roms. What works fully on P9 as well Autonomous charging animations fix. And what also matters is the Hwcomposer fix, which basically brings promotions like the smoothness and quality of the screen to the gsi, and even seems to save some battery life. I Am I
their zip works on hi3650 devices, but I've collected files from the vendor and the trick works on our devices too, but it's not yet flashable. Maybe you want to help. BlurryUi workaround in the phh triple app needs to be checked (debug.hwui.profile'true) and disable hw-overs in the developer
version toogled several times to start it. I haven't tried a backup manager. Whatsapp is not in the game store. Without passing the safety grid, Magisk is version 20.1. For these fixes I think it would be better to ask the guys on the original topic we can use their stuff as a base and than start
doing these fixes one by one. I haven't really tried to fix all that couse stuff is my backup phone. We can try for sure. November 26, 2019, 02:56 p.m. #4 More So to begin with I came up with a quick dirty playstore fix. Booted emui, compared its reported features and clearly copied all over
that was missing from the report of the havoc. The result is attached. A copy of the /system/etc/sysconfig chmod 644, clear playstore and reboot data. All apps will be displayed. Also there is no FC anymore when trying to access the nfc/Bluetooth settings from the menu. The backup
manager is still failing, although it also found an app in the Playstore that can show the real value of the network signal on the gsi, despite the OS failure. Network Cell Info Lite amp;amp;hl=de Maybe we can debug and see what it does differently than @phhusson implementation to fix this
attached Havoc Files.xml - Click on R code (4.9 KB, 84 views) December 8, 2019, 09:50 PM No #5 Senior member Urmia Read more : Published initially lo_ol Thanks for the postal aand Since you also got the P9 running chaos 2.9 gsi, can I ask you whether the bmgr backupmanager
works for you if you can access all the apps in the playback store (such as WhatsApp) or pass the security grid with any version of Magisk as high as 19.3? These are the rest of the issues that I use this drive, aside from the Wi-Fi hotspot and signal network indication. I've seen this theme
from @Hami_Do on the P10 Lite forums and thought maybe we can do something similar and collect fixes for hi3650 specific questions on gsi roms. What's fully working on the P9 as well as their standalone charging animation fix. And what also matters is the Hwcomposer fix, which
basically brings promotions like the smoothness and quality of the screen to the gsi, and even seems to save some battery life. I doubt their zip works on hi3650 devices, but I've collected files from the vendor and the trick works on our devices too, but it's not yet flashable. Maybe you want
to help. BlurryUi hack The phh triple app must be checked (debug.hwui.profile'true) and disable the hw-overs in the developer version toogled several times to start it. TNX BRO for your great work, but can you explain more? How is that? HTML code: phh triple app needs to be tested
(debug.hwui.profile-true) and this is it file just flash frm twrp and done? December 9, 2019, 04:55 PM (#6 More Phh treble app) is on the settings menu, on any phh based gsi rom, I think. Just scroll down a bit? Checking the option simply sets the property. You can also add a line to
build.prop or use an init script as well. This is not a flashable zip, the files must be copied either through adb or root researcher. A good app to notice the difference is cpu-z. If this text is always edgy, as in the screenshot, it works, and if it comes blurry, it is not attached Thumbnails On
December 9, 2019, 11:55 pm No #7 Senior Member More Thank You for Lightning for gsi. @lo_ol gsi phh app has no choice of that ! Which copy is exactly to fix the blurry? Can be explained more and more simply, thanks to the ^_^ December 11, 2019, 11:38 pm No #8 senior member of
Urmia More Quote: Originally published edint3000 Hi Friends I experimented with the camera flex1911 and finally successfully make flashable lightning camera Huawei for Treble GSI rums. The camera has only been tested on havoc 2.9 ROM at the moment and everything is working. Feel
free to try it on other ROMs and report. Installation: Flash Treble Pie GSI (fastboot) Flash TWRP Recovery (Fast) Flash Camera (TWRP) Big thanks to flex1911 and Phie, without their work it would be impossible. Download: U8InwYLS!K0zpjYdNS...fAagfowo1BudgI has anyone tried this on
Android 10 gsi? 12 December 2019, 07:36 #9 quote: Originally published by Reynard1 Has anyone tried this on Android 10 gsi? I tried to download Havoc 3.0, but it bootlooped. So, No. 12 December 2019, 09:02 pm No #10 Senior member of Urmia More quote: Originally published
edint3000 I tried to download Havoc 3.0, but it bootlooped. So no. expressluke roms bootloop on p9,idk why, but it's working on it you can use the phh version of Page 3 Sharing homemade Huawei P9 themes. I'm very meticulous when it comes to details, so hopefully ya'll enjoy it. Circular
Blues drive.google.com/file/d/1KCnkwYF5qrYNoLmy33DcfuV_zNy4bUMu/view?usp=sharing Dark and Yellow theme drive.google.com/file/d/1gzQB52N8zx_bBZ34kHWHrBrJxsuclX1i/view?usp=sharing Hexagonal X drive.google.com/file/d/190r4BI4ck0G-c6x5VcfNj5VaguJRVDza/view?
usp=sharing March 26, 2020, 08:08 AM (Senior member #2 senior member Istanbul More Can you share some screenshots? And how did you change the font? The quote: Originally published by EmersonGuia03 Sharing homemade Huawei P9 theme
drive.google.com/file/d/1gzQB52N8zx_bBZ34kHWHrBrJxsuclX1i/view?usp=sharing drive.google.com/file/d/1KCnkwYF5qrYNoLmy33DcfuV_zNy4bUMu/view?usp=sharing. March 29, 2020, 01:39 PM #3 OP Junior Member Read More quote: Originally published blue_moon Can you share
some screenshots? And how did you change the font? Don't have any my P9 is not functioning anymore, my bad. Changed the font using a tweaker app called Tweaker for Huawei. You can search this on the Google Playstore and its safe. Page 4 EMUi 4.0 APPs Pro Camera, recording
your best moments gives you the resolution of setting options to allow you to enjoy taking gorgeous photos with great ease Magazine unlock with brilliant images Every time you turn on the screen, an exquisite array of unique wallpapers displayed. The wallpaper is updated regularly, so the
screen unlocking feature will never be boring again, keeping it fresh and colorful. Anyone can become a magazine editor Of a number of basic cloud-based functions, including integrated contact synchronization, data backup, cloud photos, and phone search, provide consumers with a
lighter, faster, smarter, and safer personal data management service. HiCloud is available in a limited number of countries Find new music All new dynamic screen effects and experience immersive music, so you can really feel the melody. A home screen with a wide range of themes
Simple, convenient and high-performance launchers provides you with features that you expected, such as a home screen loop, icon change icons of the app icon, grid changes and a change in widget size. Several scenarios are available, even for an operation such as moving an icon
between screens. All new top themes and abundant network resources are sure to dazzle you, constantly bringing you beauty and surprises. Huawei Launcher: See here EMUi Camera: See here music player: See here Gallery: See here Messages: See here file manager: See here Hw
Backup: See here Hw Video: See here Calculator: See here Hw Watch: See here Contacts: See here Compass: See here FM Radio: See here FlashLight: See here Hw Mirror: See here : See here Email: See here Huawei Keyboard: See here Hw Office: See here Hw Updater: See here
Theme Manager: See here Huawei ID: See here Huawei Health: See here Huawei Market: See here Hi Care: See here Hello Cloud: See here Download Link The Following 15 users say thank you Thunder-Buddy for this useful post: - See here , Bluheart (July 21, 2016), colthekid (July 7,
2016), Dj Kavas (March 25, 2019), ghostrider2002 (October 24, 2016), kac222 (November 29, 2017), kijinobita (April 2, 2017), Loruski053 (December 14, 2016), Milwer (July 17, 2016), Muri.dk (January 23, 2017), Naifakharsi (January 26, 2017), (October 2, 2016), rybacknajaa (October 2,
2016) July 17, 2016, tvrtkocro28 (August 23, 2016), Selenko (July 7, 2016) July 7, 2016, 12:13 #2 Thank you. Just one little moment ... You've listed 31, but there are only 23 apps available for download?! For example, there is no Thematic Manager. July 7 12.30pm #3: Originally published
as Colthekid Thank you for that. Just one little moment ... You've listed 31, but there are only 23 apps available for download?! For example, there is no Thematic Manager. Oh, you're right, missing apps will be available soon..... July 7, 2016, 01:11 #4 quote: Originally published by Thunder
Buddy O, you're right, missing apps will be available soon..... Cool. Oh and app version numbers would be useful, so we can see if it's an update to what we already have or not. You quoted them on some but not all (such as camera, launcher, calendar, etc.) good work though On July 7,
2016, 01:14 p.m. and #5 quote: Originally published as Colthekid Cool. Oh and app version numbers would be useful, so we can see if it's an update to what we already have or not. You have quoted them on some but not all (such as camera, launcher, calendar, etc.) good work, although I
will mention the version of the app on all upcoming updates, however this is all the latest version of the apps, anyway a big thank you for the appreciation of July 8, 2016, 03:19 am #6 Wait - I'm new to Huawei, so bear with me, what's the point of these apps? Surely the Leica camera is
better than the Huawei camera app? How do these apps differ from what's already installed on my phone? Are they new releases that I didn't get because my phone is rooted? July 8, 2016, 11:07 #7 None of the apps will be installed on my P9, or ID they install they do not work Plus I'm sick
and tired of having to close the mobile app ads that tell me that I have a virus, this one shady site downloads July 8, 2016, 12:57 PM No #8 quote: Originally publishedbash Wait - I'm new to bunnybash, so bear with me, what's the point of these apps? Surely the Leica camera is better than
the Huawei camera app? How do these apps differ from what's already installed on my phone? Are they new releases that I didn't get because my phone is rooted? The purpose of these apps is 1- Many rooted users mistakenly delete apps and search herw and therw for apps so they can
put them in their phone again. 2- Some apps are an updated version of promotion android apps like Huawei ID, HiCloud, file manager, office, backup, etc. etc., and there are some new features, Hope so, you can understand the points sent from my ALE-L21 via Tapatalk on July 8, 2016,
01:00 pm No #9 quote: Originally published spences10 None of the apps will be installed on my P9, or ID they install they do not work Plus I am sick and tired of having to close the mobile application ads that tell me that I have virus, this is one shady site download Bro, now days, each site
contains too many ads, and one simple solution that I found is Adguard for not rooted better and block all kinds of applications , here is a screenshot .... July 11, 2016, 03:15 #10 Senior Member More Camera app won't reveal any idea?? July 12, 2016, 3:45 p.m.   Senior member of
Budapest More quote: Originally published thunder-buddy Target these apps 1- Many rooted users mistakenly delete apps and search herw and therw for apps so they can put them in their phone again. Yes, I did it..... Is there a way to return all remote apps? Unfortunately, I couldn't find a
stock rum for my EVA-L19C432BXXX.... Page 5 vBulletin Post there are no streams newer than the previous one. Click Back in the browser to get back to it. This is.
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